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3 TIPS FOR CHOOSING YOUR WEDDING PALETTE
The color scheme sets an overall tone for you event, but sometimes finding the right combination can be difficult! 

Heather Cheatham from Visions by Heather Photography is somewhat of an expert when it comes to palettes, and she 

offers you her sage advice for finding hues that suit. 

 

Start with a main color. This may come from your favorite shade,

or it could be related to the season, theme, venue or flowers. You may even consider honoring your mother or  

grandmother with a color from her wedding day. As you begin to decide on critical elements of your day  

(dresses, flowers, décor, etc.) your wedding will develop a color palette of its own. 

Don’t be shy to use what you like, even if it seems out of place. If you want mint green, go for it! While your brides-

maids may frown upon minty green frocks, you can weave the color throughout your day with particular accents like 

linens, flowers and more. 

Look to the color wheel for compliments (or look online). 

One color combined with the right accents (or used as an accent with the right primary color) can change the entire 

mood of your day. Imagine your favorite mint green combined with pale coral (vintage), yellow (retro), rust (autumn), 

or even red (bold). The right complimentary colors will complete the overall mood of your day. Your color palette should 

connect your choices to how you want your wedding day to feel. 

•	 Whether your preferred color is royal, plum, or emerald, picking a cooler hue is both refreshing and calming. 

•	 Brighter palettes in yellows, reds and oranges evoke feelings of excitement and happiness and lend themselves  

to any time of year. 

•	 At times a neutral palette is preferable, and using monochromatic colors in these tones allows for textures to  

really shine through. 

•	 Have several favorites? Try mixing them in a pleasing combination to create a unique color scheme that is  

all your own. 

In addition to Pinterest (search “wedding color palettes”), there are many resources on the web to help with your 

wedding day color palette. Some favorites include: 

Design Seeds: design-seeds.com

The Perfect Palette: theperfectpalette.com 


